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23rd group of
participants 
graduate from 
‘ABK Academy’
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) congratulated
the 23rd  group of students who recently graduated from
the ‘ABK Academy,’ during a ceremony that was held for
the 20 participants who successfully  completed the four
week intensive program.

The 23rd round of training consisted of two main parts.
The first was classroom facilitation focused and the sec-
ond was ‘on the job’ training, whereby the candidates had
the opportunity to be fully engaged in the work culture
within the Bank, and the day to day operations that pre-
sented them with a valuable hands on experience.

ABK Academy has graduated a total of 518 candidates
to date; preparing a substantial number of individuals to
take on jobs within the bank. This type of involvement and
contribution is of tremendous value not only to national
youth, who gain a wealth of insight into banking as a pro-
fession, but also to the bank who has the chance to train
and employ local talent.

Kuwait’s youth have always been of primary interest to

ABK. With the launch of the ABK Academy in 2009, the
bank has been able to encourage youth to consider a
career in banking.   The Academy covers multiple areas in
the banking profession, with particular focus on customer

service, which is the backbone of any successful company.
The ABK Academy was launched as an educational

platform that focuses on training students and individuals
seeking a job opportunity in the banking sector. By

engaging with these participants, the bank is able to build
on existing potential and talent, and better identify the
areas in the bank, in which they could put this positive
energy to work.

Grand Zoo: Kuwaiti dream
project in the works

KD 112 million project proposed west of Jahra Road
KUWAIT: While many people like to visit
the current zoo in Al-Omariya area, especial-
ly during the winter season, a dream for a
grand facility to host animals of various kinds
is still lingering in the minds of people living
in Kuwait.  The Public Authority for
Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources
(PAAAFR) recently proposed a KD 112 mil-
lion ($336 million) Grand Zoo project to be
opened west of Jahra Road.

Top officials at PAAAFR, including
Director General Faisal Al-Hasawi and Deputy
Director Dr Ali Al-Qattan, said that the proj-
ect, which will attract millions of visitors, was
still in its early stages. The project will be sep-
arated into five zones, which includes parking,
entry and exit gates, and open-air animals’
displays, in addition to areas for services,
paths, and utilities.

The project will generate job opportunities
for both Kuwaitis and expatriates. The private
sector might be involved in the process of
building the zoo. The project had been
planned since the 1970s and 1980s; however,
it was put on halt due to the Iraqi invasion.

The project came back to light in 2008 and
PAAAFR was assigned to study its prospects.
The initial estimate of the project was at KD
20 million ($60 million). The current zoo in
Omariya, opened in 1968, will continue to
operate, but the grand zoo project will be
more of an open-air experience. —KUNA

KUWAIT: ABK’s 23rd Academy graduates pose in a group photo with the bank’s management.

KUWAIT: Pictures of animals in the Omariya zoo. —KUNA

Painter, researcher
put final touches on
‘Kuwait Panorama II’
ANKARA: A Kuwaiti plastic artist and a researcher are working on the final
touches of the ‘Kuwait Panorama II;’ an artwork that depicts the Second Kuwait
City and the Second Soor (Wall) of 1860. Artist Asad Bunashi and researcher
Bashar Khalifu, member of the Kuwait Historians Association, made the
announcement on the sidelines of a gallery organized by the Kuwaiti embassy
in Ankara, Turkey under the theme ‘Mankind and wisdom of creation.’ Bunashi
said they have been facing difficulties to find reliable sources and clear pictures
of the city in 1860.

Both the painter and the researcher collected the very few sources

and old maps from the Center for Research and Studies on Kuwait,
and received assistance from a host of Kuwaiti historians for the his-
torical painting that will show present and future generations the city
looked in the past.

The basic lines of the painting have already been drawn, main roads, land-
mark buildings, mosques and towers, as well as the extension of streets since
the ‘Kuwait Panorama I’ (Kuwait in 1760), with the population twice doubled
over a century. There is still need for further sources, the British Library in
London, the Ottoman Archive in Istanbul and a research center in Portugal,
Bunashi said. He expected ‘Kuwait Panorama II’ to be completed and displayed
over the coming six months.

Work on ‘Kuwait Panorama I’ started in 2006 and was accomplished in a
year, depicting Kuwait’s image in 1760. ‘Kuwait Panorama II’ is an extension of
‘Panorama Kuwait I,’ Khalifu said. He added that the first one comprised 17 land-
marks of Kuwait, while the second will have up to 60. Khalifu pointed to huge sim-
ilarities between the cities of Kuwait and Amsterdam. Kuwait is a typical image of
the Netherlands’ capital - known for its artistic heritage - in terms of the first, sec-
ond and third walls, gates and roads. —KUNA ‘Kuwait Panorama II’ painting, which is still unfinished.


